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in which
T = ~7r(92)310-18
and
X = 12 X 10~4, the region of maximum intensity.
Hence,
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Therefore, finally,
y\x = 30:1, roughly,
or the shell of volcanic dust, the particles all being the size given, is some thirtyfold more effective in shutting solar radiation out than it is in keeping terrestrial radiation in. In other words, the veil of dust produces an inverse greenhouse effect, and, hence, if the dust veil were indefinitely maintained, the ultimate equilibrium temperature of the earth would be lower than it is when no such veil exists.
The ratio 30 to 1 in favor of terrestrial radiation, in its ability to penetrate the dusty atmosphere, may, at first, seem quite too large, but it should be remembered that the dust particles in question are to terrestrial radiation in general as air molecules are to solar radiation, in the sense that, in both cases, little more than mere scattering takes place. Now, it is obvious that the dust particles are manyfold more effective in intercepting solar radiation, which they appear to do chiefly by reflection, than is an equal mass of air molecules which simply scatter it; and, hence, it may well be that the above theoretically determined ratio, 30 to 1, is no larger than the ratio that actually exists, or, at any rate, that it is of the correct order.
It must be distinctly understood that certain of the assumptions upon which the foregoing is based—uniformity of size, complete opacity and sphericity of the dust particles, for instance—are only approximately correct, but they are the best that, at present, can be made, and, doubtless, give at least the order of magnitude of the effects, which, indeed, for the present purpose, is quite sufficient.
It may be well, in this connection, to call attention to the fact that the excessively fine dust particles, or particles whose diameters are one-half, or less, the wave length of solar radiation (region of maximum intensity), and which, therefore, remain longest in suspension, shut out solar radiation manyfold more effectively than they hold back terrestrial radiation. This is because both radiations, solar and terrestrial, are simply scattered by such small particles, and scattered in proportion to the inverse fourth power of the wave length. Indeed, since the ratio of solar wave length to terrestrial wave length (region of maximum intensity in both cases) is, roughly, 1 to 25, and the ratio of their fourth powers as 1 to 39 X 104, about, it follows that the interception of out-

